
1. Introduction
The Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV) is a basinwide fluctuation on 50–80-year timescales in the surface 
ocean state of the North Atlantic, generally defined by a characteristic horseshoe shape in North Atlantic sea-sur-
face temperature (SST) anomalies (Enfield et al., 2001; Goldenberg et al., 2001). This multidecadal variability 
has been studied intensively over the past few decades due to its observed control on decadal climates for regions 
around the Atlantic Ocean, such as Sahel (Knight et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2014; Villamayor et al., 2018; Zhang 
& Delworth, 2006), North America (Enfield et al., 2001; Ruprich-Robert et al., 2018), and Eurasia (O'Reilly 
et al., 2017; Sutton & Dong, 2012; Sutton & Hodson, 2005), as well as for remote regions and climate phenom-
ena, such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation/Equatorial Pacific (Dong et al., 2006; Ruprich-Robert et al., 2021; Yu 
et al., 2015; Zanchettin, Bothe, Graf, et al., 2016), Pacific subtropical mode water (Wu et al., 2020), and Antarctic 
sea-ice extent (Li et al., 2014). Even though its climate impacts are well-documented, the physical mechanisms 
and underlying processes causing AMV are not completely understood.

Abstract The Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV) modulates the North Atlantic surface ocean 
variability and affects decadal climates over the globe; its underlying mechanisms remain, however, under 
debate. In this study, we use a multi-model ensemble of transient past-millennium (850–1849) and unperturbed 
preindustrial control simulations contributing to the paleoclimate modeling intercomparison project—phase 4 
(PMIP4) to decompose the AMV signal into the internal AMV and the external signal. The internal component 
of AMV exhibits no robust behavior across simulations during periods of major forcing such as strong volcanic 
eruptions, whereas the external forced temperature responds to volcanic eruptions with an immediate radiative 
cooling followed, in some simulations, by a sequence of damped multidecadal oscillations. The internal 
component tightly relates with the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) and dominates the 
fluctuations of AMV; whereas the external signal has limited impacts on AMOC and explains ∼25% of the 
AMV variance over the past millennium.

Plain Language Summary The decadal-scale changes of the sea surface temperature over the North 
Atlantic is referred to as the Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV), which modulates the North Atlantic 
surface ocean variability and affects decadal climates over the globe; however, how different forcing processes 
can affect AMV remains debated. In this study, a multi-model ensemble participating in the paleoclimate 
modeling intercomparison project—phase 4 (PMIP4) of preindustrial millennium simulation (850–1849 CE) 
is used to decompose the AMV signal into the internal AMV and the external signal and to compare it with 
the preindustrial control simulation not including external forcing (such as volcanic eruptions, solar irradiance, 
and anthropogenic greenhouse gas). The internal component of AMV exhibits no robust signature across 
simulations during periods of major forcing such as strong volcanic eruptions, whereas the external forced 
temperature responds to volcanic eruptions with an immediate radiative cooling followed, in some simulations, 
by a sequence of damped multidecadal oscillations. The internal component of AMV tightly relates with 
the Atlantic subsurface ocean circulation called Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) and 
dominates the variations of AMV, while the external signal has limited impacts on AMOC and explains ∼25% 
of the AMV variance over past millennium.
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One difficulty in studying the AMV dynamics is the lack of robustness across index definitions, which has 
brought further uncertainties regarding characteristic timescale and spatial pattern associated with the AMV 
(Zanchettin et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019). The AMV obtained by linearly detrended SST anomalies can only 
capture the horseshoe warming (Otterå et al., 2010) without a tripole structure. In contrast, when applying more 
elaborate statistical approaches (Czaja & Frankignoul, 2002; Wallace et al., 1990), the horseshoe structure of SST 
anomalies exists as a tripole structure with cooling located around 20–40°N and warmings at above 40°N and be-
low 20°N. The short window of observations and lack of consistency among climate models regarding the AMV 
structure and frequency further complicates the understanding of underlying dynamics, either related to internal 
processes to the climate system or SST fingerprints from external forcing factors (Mann et al., 2021; Zanchettin, 
Bothe, Rubino, & Jungclaus, 2016).

The internal component of AMV, which is not driven by external forcing (e.g., volcanic eruption, solar irradiance, 
or anthropogenic aerosol), is often related to large-scale stochastic atmospheric forcing such as surface heat, mo-
mentum, and freshwater fluxes associated with the North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) (Clement et al., 2015). The 
Atlantic meridional ocean circulation (AMOC) can also modulate North Atlantic SST through ocean heat trans-
port convergence (Oelsmann et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019). Multi-model analysis of unperturbed simulations 
demonstrates that both large-scale atmospheric variability and oceanic processes imprint on AMV with variable 
strength in the course of multi-centennial periods (Zanchettin, Bothe, Rubino, & Jungclaus, 2016).

On the other hand, an externally forced component of the AMV can be driven by changes in anthropogenic aero-
sol, solar variations, and large volcanic eruptions (Booth et al., 2012; Otterå et al., 2010; Zanchettin et al., 2013). 
The external forcing can imprint on North Atlantic SST not only by directly heating or cooling the surface ocean, 
but also by changing the atmospheric and oceanic circulation. These intertwined processes further complicate 
the identification of the key sources generating the AMV and the relative importance between the internally and 
externally generated AMV. Wang et al. (2017) suggests the externally forced variations of AMV are responsible 
for 30% of total AMV, thereby emphasizing the importance of internal processes (Zhang et al., 2019). In contrast, 
Mann et al. (2021) argues the AMV is mainly a result from external forcing due to its characteristic timescale 
aligned with the pacing of strong volcanic eruptions and the lack of robust AMV timescale in the multi-model 
ensemble of unperturbed simulations.

Recent studies have tried to decompose the internally and externally driven AMV from the traditional AMV 
index. For example, Qin et al. (2020a) and others (O'Reilly et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017) calculate the internal 
AMV index by removing the estimate of externally forced components from the traditional AMV index and 
make use of temporal relations between forced and unperturbed simulations. In this study, we apply, in contrast, 
a spatial pattern-based criterion that extracts the relative importance of the internal AMV and the external forced 
signature and introduces a unique perspective in understanding how natural external forcing impacts the AMV 
over the pre-industrial millennium (850–1849 CE) when anthropogenic forcing is weak.

2. Datasets and Methods
Monthly mean values of variables including SST, sea-level pressure and meridional overturning streamfunction, 
are obtained for the piControl and past1000 (850–1849 CE) simulations from four state-of-the-art models partic-
ipating in the fourth phase of the paleoclimate modeling intercomparison project (PMIP4; Jungclaus et al., 2017; 
Kageyama et al., 2018). The MPI-ESM1-2-LR (Mauritsen et al., 2019) was run by the Max Planck Institute for 
Meteorology (MPI-M); MIROC-ES2L (Ohgaito et al., 2021) by the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and 
Technology (JAMSTEC), Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (AORI), National Institute for Environmental 
Studies (NIES), and RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS) (MIROC), MRI-ESM2-0 by the Mete-
orological Research Institute (MRI; Yukimoto, Kawai, et al., 2019), and IPSL-CM6A-LR by the Institut Pierre 
Simon Laplace (IPSL; Boucher et al., 2020; Lurton et al., 2020). A short model overview is given in Table S1. 
Anomalies are calculated by removing the mean annual cycle over the entire period and are high-pass filtered with 
a frequency cutoff at 100-years in order to remove any very long-term trend instead of removing a linear trend.

We use the term, “typical-AMV” index, to stand for the AMV index following the conventional definition (En-
field et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2016), which averages SST anomalies spatially over the North Atlantic (0°N–60°N, 
80°W–0°W) with a 10-year running mean. For each model, the spatial regression pattern associated with the 
typical-AMV index in piControl is considered as representative of the internal AMV pattern (Figures 1a–1d). 
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Projection of this spatial pattern onto the 10-year lowpass filtered SST anomalies of both piControl and past1000 
simulations yields an index that we refer to as pattern-AMV index (Figures 1i–1l). The pattern-AMV index dif-
fers from the typical-AMV index as the former describes variations in the amplitude and sign of the stationary 
internal AMV pattern, whereas the latter describes variations of basin-average SST independent of any spatial 
pattern. The index difference between typical- and pattern-AMV index is defined as AMV-residual index (Fig-
ures 1m–1p), which represents the North Atlantic SST variability that is not related to the internal AMV instanta-
neously. As there are unlimited spatial distributions besides the internal AMV structure, the AMV-residual index 
can also be viewed as a North Atlantic warming/cooling captured by an uniform temperature change (Figures S1 
and S2). Further details on the method are provided in the supplementary material (Text S1 in Supporting Infor-
mation S1; Chiang & Vimont, 2004).

Figure 1. (a)–(d) Regression of typical-AMV onto SST anomalies in piControl, (e)–(h) typical-AMV in past1000, (i)–(l) pattern-AMV index in past1000, and (m)–(p) 
AMV-residual index in past1000.
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The AMOC index is defined as the maximum meridional overturning streamfunction zonally integrated across 
the Atlantic basin at 30°N latitude and below 1,000 m depth.

The occurrence of strong tropical volcanic eruptions is identified based on tropical mean outgoing shortwave 
radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere. Specifically, the month of an event corresponds to the first month 
when the anomaly of all models exceeds 5 W/m2. In order to avoid the impact from previous eruptions, the event 
is discarded if it occurs earlier than 20 years after the previous identified event (Table S2).

3. Results
Figures  1i–1p show the SST regressions of the pattern- and AMV-residual index over the past millennium. 
Similar to the SST structure of the typical-AMV in piControl (Figures 1a–1d), the pattern-AMVs in past1000 
(Figures 1i–1l) have a shape expressing a tripole structure in the northern Atlantic with negative SSTs sitting 
around 30°N. The warming signature appears most pronounced in the subpolar region, which is consistent with 
the strong control of AMV found there in observations (Friedman et  al.,  2017). Though showing the tripole 
structure, the SST distributions are distinct in details among models, but we diagnose that each model exhibits 
similar structures between the piControl and past1000 simulations. In contrast, ocean-basins other than the North 
Atlantic show no agreement between models and have generally weaker signals. The similar structure as the typ-
ical-AMV in piControl, as expected, confirms the representation of the internal component of AMV in past1000 
for the pattern-AMV index.

On the other hand, the SST patterns of the AMV-residual exhibit a warming spreading over the northern hemi-
sphere, including positive anomalies in the North Pacific, North Atlantic, and Arctic Oceans. The warming also 
occurs in the southern hemisphere, although the magnitude is smaller, and the consistency is weaker between 
models. The IPSL-CM6A-LR has a more similar structure as for the internal-AMV compared to other models. 
The global SST signature indicates that the AMV-residual index in the past1000 experiments is related more to 
global climate changes than to basin-scale dynamics. In piControl, the AMV-residual has an opposite phase of 
the SST structure in the North Atlantic compared to its pattern- and typical-AMV, and does not have a north-
ern hemisphere warming as in past1000 (comparing Figure S3 and Figures 1m–1p). The contrast between the 
AMV-residual patterns in past1000 and piControl (reflecting mostly global changes and basin-scale dynamics 
in the North Atlantic, respectively) highlights how this component of AMV involves a variety of processes, and 
is therefore difficult to be interpreted physically. The extensive signature of the AMV-residual across all basins 
in the World Ocean suggests this component of North Atlantic SST variability pertains to a Global Multidecadal 
Variability mode, which requires further studies to be established.

Figure 2a shows the temporal evolution of the pattern-AMV index over the past millennium. The pattern-AMV 
index exhibits multidecadal fluctuations in all models, whose amplitude and phase disagree across the model en-
semble. This lack of robust amplitude and phase at any given time means that the mechanism(s) associated with 
the pattern-AMV have limited susceptibility from the external forcing and continue operating in transient condi-
tions. After strong tropical volcanic eruptions (Figure S4), the typical-AMV index has strong negative response 
right after the volcanic eruptions, but the pattern-AMV index shows no significant response in all models, each 
having a distinct tendency (Figures S4e–S4h). For instance, MPI-ESM1-2-LR yields a weak negative signature 
7–10 years after major tropical eruptions, while MRI-ESM2-0 has a weak positive signature after 10 years.

To understand the mechanisms related to the pattern-AMV, we further regress the pattern-AMV index onto the 
sea-level pressure and meridional overturning streamfunction anomalies (Figures 2b–2h), and surface heat flux 
(not shown). The pattern-AMV has a very similar signature in the sea-level pressure over models, where positive 
anomalies exist in the Arctic polar region and negative anomalies appear in the subpolar region, especially over 
the Atlantic Ocean. This result is consistent with the strong relations between the positive AMV and the negative 
phase of the Arctic oscillation/North Atlantic oscillation (AO/NAO). The consensus of the signature across mod-
els indicates the importance of the atmospheric response in interacting with the pattern-AMV. On the other hand, 
consensus lacks across models about the pattern-AMV signature on the meridional overturning streamfunction, 
where MPI-ESM1-2-LR shows a generally enhanced upper branch of the AMOC; MRI-ESM2-0 has opposite 
values between its tropical and subtropical branch, and IPSL-CM6A-LR indicates much smaller changes. Sim-
ilar results can also be found in the instantaneous and lagged regression onto surface heat flux, where limited 
agreement is found across the models. That is, each simulation in past1000 has its own processes and relative 
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importance between the surface and deep ocean in generating the internal variability of AMV, which is also ob-
served consistently in the piControl simulations.

Figure 3a shows the AMV-residual index for the past millennium. Unlike the pattern-AMV, the AMV-residual 
index exhibits coherent variations across models during specific periods and significant responses to strong trop-
ical volcanic eruptions (Figure 3a). It displays strong negative anomalies immediately after the eruptions as seen 
in the typical-AMV and bounces back after around 5 years (Fig. S4). As the AMV-residual is tightly related to 
global temperature changes, this immediate cooling can be interpreted as radiative responses to volcanic forcing, 
where almost the entire northern hemisphere undergoes a cooling (Figures 1m–1p). Interestingly, after five years 
in a cold state the AMV-residual index tends to not only bounce back to neutral but, in some models, even bump 
toward positive values, indicating a possibility of an oscillatory mechanism in the North Atlantic triggered by 
strong tropical volcanic eruptions (Figures S4i–S4l).

Figures 3b–3e show the sea-level pressure regression of the AMV-residual, where low-pressure anomalies are lo-
cated in the polar region and high-pressure anomalies in the subpolar region. It is opposite to the structure for the 
pattern-AMV, but not leading to a tripole structure in the SST, indicating a distinct coupling between the surface 
ocean and the surface atmosphere in both AMV components. This distribution may be linked to the SST response 
to volcanic radiative forcing, which reduces the incoming solar radiation at the surface leading to surface cooling 
especially in the tropical and subtropical regions. Therefore, the AMV, whose total variability is expressed by the 
typical-AMV, does include a (volcanically) forced component, captured by the AMV-residual, which can be sepa-
rated by the internal component, captured by the pattern-AMV. Previous studies have found that removing global 
mean SST signature can better capture the AMV representing only the North Atlantic basin (Yan et al., 2019). By 
doing so, our pattern-AMV index in past1000 changes only negligibly, while the AMV-residual index is no longer 
dominated by instantaneous volcanic responses but by delayed dynamical responses with a warming SST pattern 

Figure 2. (a) Pattern-AMV index of past1000. Color lines indicate individual models, the black line shows the model mean. Vertical lines indicate large volcanic 
eruptions. (b)–(e) Regression of the pattern-AMV onto 10-year low-passed sea-level pressure anomalies (mb) in past1000, (f)–(h) for meridional overturning 
streamfunction anomalies (Sverdrup) in the Atlantic Ocean with y-axis for depth (m) and x-axis for latitude (°N). The strength of the regression values is corresponding 
to one standard deviation of the patten-AMV index.
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over the northern hemisphere (Figure S5). That is, the spatial-average SST over the North Atlantic Ocean (i.e., 
the typical-AMV) includes a global cooling signature from strong tropical volcanic eruptions (and other forcing), 
whose basin-wide temperature change weakens the tripole structure observed from the internal component of 
AMV (i.e., pattern-AMV in past1000 or typical-AMV in piControl).

The regression of the meridional overturning streamfunction (Figures  3f–3h) shows that the AMV-residual 
has limited signature of AMOC in its tropical branch, where the streamfunction climatology has its maximum; 
whereas the larger response concentrates consistently over models in the mid-latitude and subpolar branch with 
a weaker strength compared to the pattern-AMV. The negative values of the AMV-residual after volcanic erup-
tions, therefore, manifest a reduction of meridional streamfunction in the mid-latitude and subpolar branch of 
AMOC. This is consistent with Zanchettin et al. (2012) who found that weakening of meridional streamfunction 
happens in the mid-latitude and subpolar branch of AMOC right after (<5 years) strong tropical volcanic erup-
tions. The result is not contradictory to the general finding of enhanced AMOC after volcanic eruption (Ding 
et al., 2014). This is because the regression represents instantaneous responses to volcanic eruptions, while the 
enhanced AMOC reported in the literature refers to the state 10 years after volcanic eruptions with different 
timing for individual models. In fact, the AMOC calculated from its tropical branch is insignificantly enhanced 
around 10–20 years after volcanic eruptions depending on model characteristics, shown in composite analysis 
(Figure S6).

To further study the relations between AMV and AMOC over the past millennium, we calculate the cross-cor-
relations between the AMOC index and multiple AMV indices (Figures 4a–4c). The cross-correlation profiles 
between typical-AMV and AMOC vary substantially across models concerning magnitude and timing of the 
peak: correlation is strong for MPI-ESM1-2-LR and MRI-ESM2-0 but weak in IPSL-CM6A-LR; the peak value 
occurs when AMOC leads by about one year in MPI-ESM1-2-LR and by about 5 years in MRI-ESM2-0, while 
when it lags by about 1 year in IPSL-CM6A-LR. These differences may be related to the strength of AMOC 
variability (Yan et al., 2018), where weaker AMOC has a weaker relation with AMV as in IPSL-CM6A-LR. The 

Figure 3. As in Figure 2, but for the AMV-Residual index.
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pattern-AMV shows stronger correlations with AMOC and the AMV-residual has smaller correlations (<0.25) 
with AMOC than the typical-AMV for all models. The lead-lag correlation profile for typical-AMV and pat-
tern-AMV are similar; whereas the AMV-residual is distinct. In terms of explained variance, internal variability 
thus dominates the relation of AMV with AMOC with unique characteristics for each model.

Furthermore, the cross-correlation profile of each model expresses a similar shape between the past1000 and 
piControl simulations (Figures  4f–4h), especially for the pattern-AMV. This confirms that the proposed pat-
tern-based separation of the AMV efficiently extracting the internal AMV, and that the AMOC is predominantly 
linked with internal AMV. Compared to the pattern- and typical-AMV (Figures 4f and 4g), the AMV-residual in 

Figure 4. (a) Cross-correlations (x-axis: year unit) between AMOC and typical-AMV of past1000; (b) for pattern-AMV; (c) for AMV-residual; (d) between typical-
AMV and pattern-AMV; (e) between typical-AMV and AMV-residual. (e)–(j) are for piControl.
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the piControl run (Figure 4h) has an opposite relation with the AMOC. As no varying external forcing is imposed 
in piControl, the AMV-residual can be simply considered as an artifact that compensates for the internal varia-
bility of AMV. This entails the internal component of AMV is difficult to be represented with one single climate 
mode/index, or the North Atlantic uniform SST changes may be impacted by the fluctuations of internal AMV.

To understand the relation between the three AMV indices, Figures 4d, 4e, 4i and 4j show the cross-correlation 
between the three AMV indices. In the past1000 simulation, the pattern-AMV and the AMV-residual both have 
positive correlations with the typical-AMV, indicating both the internal and external signature combine to ex-
plain the North Atlantic variability. For the residual-typical AMV relation, the largest correlation exists when the 
AMV-residual leads the typical-AMV by 2–3 years. This reveals the external forcing such as volcanic eruption 
can impact the AMV and imprint the signature for a few years. On the other hand, the largest correlation between 
the typical-AMV and the pattern-AMV exists when the typical-AMV leads the pattern-AMV by 2–3 years. This 
reveals that, besides the tripole structure, other SST changes in the North Atlantic Ocean may continue to warm/
cool the region for a few years with a manifestation of the tripole structure; However, more detailed analyses are 
needed in the future.

The relations between AMV indices also changes from the piControl simulations to the past1000 simulations. 
The peak correlation between the pattern-AMV and the typical-AMV drops by about 0.1 from the piControl to 
the past1000 run, indicating that the external forcing contributes to the AMV and reduces the relative importance 
of the internal AMV component, but does so only marginally. In piControl, the AMV-residual is uncorrelated 
with the typical-AMV index at lag 0, but the correlation is around 0.5 in past1000. So, external forcing can 
explain about 25% of the AMV in the past1000, which implies that the internal component of the AMV still 
dominates the total variability. We noticed that there is a possibility for the AMV-residual to impact the internal 
variability, which will need to be further investigated in the future.

4. Summary and Discussion
This study demonstrates that the classical AMV, or typical-AMV, can be separated into the internal AMV and 
the external signal by a spatial pattern regression method, where the former component is captured by the pat-
tern-AMV index and the latter by the AMV-residual index. Over the past millennium, the pattern-AMV shows a 
tripole SST structure and the index has limited response to volcanic eruptions. A strong relation between the pat-
tern-AMV and the meridional overturning circulation or AMOC is found. On the other hand, the AMV-residual 
shows an SST structure that represents global temperature changes, particularly those related to strong tropical 
volcanic eruptions. The radiative cooling after strong eruptions imprints onto the AMV-residual index with an in-
itial negative phase typically followed by a warm phase (or neutral) after 5 years, yielding an apparent oscillatory 
response. This surface forcing from the AMV-residual has a consistent reduction of AMOC of its mid-latitude 
and subpolar branch across models, but weak enhancement is found in AMOC index related to its tropical branch 
after eruptions. This reveals the natural external forcing over pre-industrial millennium may have less impacts 
than the anthropogenic forcing in recent decades (Caesar et al., 2018; Chemke et al., 2020). The strong relation 
between the pattern-AMV and AMOC indicates a domination of internal variability of AMOC and limited im-
pacts on AMOC from external forcing.

Furthermore, as previous studies have shown that volcanic forcing can imprint onto North Atlantic Ocean (Otterå 
et al., 2010; Zanchettin et al., 2012), this study extends the discussion by providing an explanation of why the 
tripole structure of AMV cannot be found in some AMV calculations and assessing the relative contribution from 
the internal and external forcing. The internal component of AMV in past1000 has a tripole SST structure as in 
piControl, while the external component shows a global temperature change. This entails that the AMV without 
the tripole structure may include the signature from the external forcing (Otterå et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2019). 
We found that the external forcing explains ∼25% of the AMV variation in transient conditions. That is, the 
internal AMV component dominates the strength and variation of AMV over the past millennium and the exter-
nal forcing fluctuates the AMV but not having direct impacts in the long term (Figure S7). Since the past1000 
simulations only include volcanic stratospheric aerosol but not anthropogenic aerosol, the relative importance of 
external forcing may be different for recent decades (Booth et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2020b).

Comparing the unforced (piControl) and forced (past1000) simulations from CMIP5, Mann et al. (2021) found 
that the internal AMV has no specific time-scale across models whereas volcanic eruptions can project onto the 
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multi-decadal (50–70 years) period. In this study, we show that the typical spatial pattern reflecting AMV in 
piControl simulations (the internal or pattern AMV) is robust across models, but each model has its own char-
acteristic AMV-AMOC relation (Figure 4g), where the time-scale may not be matched. For example, the peak 
value of cross correlation between AMV and AMOC occurs when AMOC leads by about one and five years in 
MPI-ESM1-2-LR and MRI-ESM2-0, whereas it lags by about one year in IPSL-CM6A-LR. Also, the external 
forcing (especially the volcanic eruptions) cannot disrupt/change the existing AMV-AMOC relation that has been 
observed in the unperturbed run, indicating the dominance of the internal AMV in controlling the AMV.

Data Availability Statement
The Python codes for generating the figures and the processed data of the variables from piControl and past1000 
simulations can be accessed at Zenodo with DOI: https://zenodo.org/record/5256891#.YYmIFU7MKUl.
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